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Welcome
#Choice #Diversity #SustainableSolutions #ChooseSA

Our organisation believes that ‘there 
are many shades of green’, because 
sustainable solutions in the built 
environment can take on many different 
forms while still encompassing common 
principles. We want to reinforce that 
there is much DIVERSITY in the services 
available in South Australia, and that 
there are opportunities to integrate 
sustainability into projects large or small, 
inside and out.

With thousands of other ‘less green’ 
options in the marketplace, The Green 
Book aims to highlight the range of 
organisations that make sustainability 
integral to their business and guide you 
to solutions. The Green Book has also 
been created to ease the search for 
those unfamiliar or overwhelmed by the 
possibilities and noise abound.

We want to be with the times, so 
in a nut shell, the hashtags above 
describe the goals of this Green 
Book publication. 
We know firsthand of the growing 
appetite in South Australia for 
organisations creating sustainable 
solutions in the built environment. We 
are regularly asked to refer architects, 
engineers, builders and consultants for 
a variety of development projects. It 
tells us that SA companies, families and 
individuals want to reduce their power 
bills, enjoy comfortable & healthy interior 
environments that are built to last and 
lessen their impact on the environment.

In releasing The Green Book we want 
more South Australians to become aware 
they have a plethora of CHOICE when 
selecting the right outfit for the job. 



If you are curious and open minded 
when seeking SUSTAINABLE 
SOLUTIONS, you’ll be surprised at how 
simple, accessible and, dare we say, 
affordable, it is to ‘be green’. 

We are unapologetically South 
Australian. This guide is meant to 
connect the people of South Australia to 
organisations based in South Australia, 
to create a more sustainable future for 
South Australia.

With all due respect to other states and 
territories, when it comes to creating 
sustainable solutions, there are plenty 
of knowledgeable, talented and skilled 
outfits here that consistently deliver 
great results (some of which have been 
doing so for decades) right at home. 
So, as you flip through The Green Book, 
make sure to CHOOSE SA for your next 
project and invest locally.

We hope you enjoy our inaugural 
edition of The Green Book and that 
it is a useful resource for you to take 
positive actions towards creating 
sustainable built environments.

Ken Long

ASBN Chairman
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Our organisation brings together a diverse 
range of professional fields and community 
groups. This multidisciplinary exposure is 
what we believe will foster collaboration 
between businesses, networks & individuals 
to make our sustainable future a reality.

Visit our website, check out our 
videos & podcasts and connect
on Social Media

The Adelaide Sustainable Building 
Network (ASBN) is a not for profit 
organisation which advocates 
the uptake of sustainable and 
ecologically beneficial practices 
within all industries linked to the 
built environment. We actively 
promote, educate, connect, 
collaborate, facilitate and aim to 
ignite positive actions towards 
sustainable built environments.
The ASBN acts as an advocate and educator 
through events, lectures, workshops, 
projects and digital knowledge sharing. 
Through these realms we aim to share 
specialist knowledge, improve awareness 
around sustainability in urban environments 
and showcase innovated projects which 
work towards sustainable futures.

About the Adelaide Sustainable 
Building Network

adelaidesbn.com.au
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BUILT BY

TOTLD Design
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Mount George 5155

0438 909 920

info@endurobuilders.com.au

endurobuilders.com.au

Norwood 5067

0423 151 093

info@brettaylen.com.au

brettaylen.com.au
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Brett Aylen
Architecture
#ClimateResponsiveDesign
#BAATheGreenSheep
#CoDesign #ArchForLiving

Enduro Builders
#ProfessionalBuilder
#EnergyEfficient
#Integrity
#OnBudget



Ametalin
#Insulation #ReflectiveInsulation
#WallWrap #ThermalInsulation

Building systems for thermal 
comfort, moisture management 
and energy efficiency.
Ametalin is a manufacturer and supplier of 
building membranes, thermal foam insulation, 
wall wraps, sarking and reflective insulation 
products. Our products are primarily of 
interest to architects, building designers and 
specifiers, for use in residential, commercial 
and industrial buildings in Australian climate 
zones to provide increased thermal comfort 
year-round while saving energy and reducing 
heating/cooling costs. We also offer products 
suitable for DIY applications in homes & sheds.

As a partner of the CRC for Low Carbon Living 
Ametalin is committed to reducing Australia’s 
carbon footprint by developing reflective 
insulation products that reduce the need for 
carbon-emitting air conditioning in Australian 
homes and buildings, providing healthier & 
more comfortable interior environments.

Regency Park 5010

08 8347 0941

info@ametalin.com

ametalin.com
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Somerton Park 5044

08 8294 5571

mark.rawson@rawtec.com.au

rawtec.com.au
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Australian Window 
Solutions
#Imaginative #Creative
#Unique #Determined

Rawtec
#Recycling
#WasteManagementPlans
#BetterPractice
#SmartResources

Seaford 5169

08 8386 1006

sales@australianwindowsolutions.com.au

australianwindowsolutions.com.au



Goodhouse
#Efficient #Affordable
#Sustainable #SystemsApproach

GOODHOUSE is committed to 
providing you with the optimal 
sustainable design for your 
site and budget. We exploit 
all the passive heating/cooling 
opportunities that your site has 
to offer and couple these with our 
selection of appropriate materials 
and systems as we work towards 
meeting your project brief.

We also understand that sustainability 
is about budget! Our highly systemised 
approach to design and construction 
management means that our beautiful, 
architecturally designed, low energy homes 
become an affordable option.

Norwood 5067

0447 753 469

hello@goodhouse.co

goodhouse.co
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Aristore Eco
Fireplaces
#EcoSmart #FireDesign
#RenewableFuel #Flueless

Tandem Energy
#EnergyManagement
#IdentifySavings
#ImplementSolutions
#WorkTogether

Gulfview Heights 5096

0418 823 900

sales@aristore.com.au

aristore.com.au

Gawler 5118

0407 775 868

info@tandem.energy

www.tandem.energy
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Passive House Adelaide
#Sustainable #LowEnergy
#HighPerformance #Certified

We design and build sustainable, 
high-performance buildings to 
the Passive House standard. This 
enables us to build cost-effective 
buildings that provide high levels 
of comfort, and use very little 
energy for heating and cooling. In 
doing this, we can reduce heating 
and cooling usage by up to 90%.
As designers, we use the Passive House 
systems and technology to ensure that our 
buildings are guaranteed to meet these 
performance standards and help contribute 
to an achievable and sustainable solution 
for all.

As a builder we build to the highest 
standard. Our attention to detail ensures 
that our buildings perform as designed and 
achieve the desired energy savings.

Forestville 5035

0412 550 116

passivehouseadelaide@gmail.com

passivehouseadelaide.com.au
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Endemic
Environments
#Innovative #Creative
#Fun #SustainableLandscapes

Every Day
Sustainable Living
#Permaculture #Landscape
#Regeneration #EcoEducation

Sheidow Park 5158

0400 809 861

steve@endemicenvironments.com

endemicenvironments.com

Adelaide 5000

0402 222 480

edslchris@gmail.com

everydaysustainableliving.com
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Warwick O’Brien Architects
#Creative #Committed
#Collaborative #Considerate

We are a team of architects in 
Adelaide dedicated to achieving 
optimal outcomes for our clients 
and the environment. As the 
principal, I like to maintain interest 
and control of each project, so you 
will be dealing with me directly in 
each case.
Warwick O’Brien Architects works 
to protect the environment and the 
global population through sustainable 
architecture, offering a vast array of 
architectural services encompassing new, 
alteration and addition projects.

The journey is normally broken up into four 
stages beginning with conceptual design 
and includes submission to Local Council 
for Planning and Building Approvals and 
any attendant work necessary to achieve 
approvals. Superintending the construction 
of the build is also part of the process.

Adelaide 5000

0407 816 495

info@wobarchitects.com.au

wobarchitects.com.au
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Bohdan Dorniak & 
Co Architects
#Architects #StrawBale
#Innovative #Dedicated

ReGen Building 
Solutions
#Sustainable #CostEffective
#SIPs #EnergyEfficiency

Prospect 5082

08 8344 8170

bohdan@bdcoarchitects.com.au

bdcoarchitects.com.au

Wingfield 5013

 08 8464 0199

brian@regenbuilding.com.au

regenbuilding.com.au
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SUHO
#EnvironmentallySustainableDesign #BuildingTesting
#ResourcefullyCleverBuildings #CostEffectiveSolutions

SUHO is passionate about 
sustainability. We use our 
expertise in environmentally 
sustainable design (ESD) to help 
our clients create Australia’s most 
‘Resourcefully Clever Buildings’.
Established in 2003, SUHO is a nationally 
recognised provider of ESD services 
and energy efficiency assessments for 
commercial and residential buildings. We 
provide thermal modelling, simulation and 
energy analysis across all climate zones in 
Australia, as well as offering sustainable 
design advice across mechanical, electrical, 
hydraulic and lighting services.

We believe that all buildings should be low 
in embodied energy, use energy efficiently, 
capture energy onsite, collect and recycle 
water, and provide exceptional indoor air 
quality. We’re dedicated to providing all of 
our clients with cost effective, flexible and 
innovative sustainable design solutions.

Edwardstown 5039

1300 308 525

info@suho.com.au

suho.com.au
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EcoUrbane
Building Group
#Sustainable #Innovative
#Collaborative #Integrity

Khab Architects
#Quirky #Creative
#Clever #Considered

Thebarton 5031 

0414 912 367

mark@ecourbane.com.au

ecourbane.com.au

Adelaide 5000

08 8227 0056

office@khab.com.au

khab.com.au
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dsquared Consulting
#PositiveImpact #SustainabilityConsultants
#AdaptableToYourNeeds #CreatingSustainableFutures

dsquared Consulting delivers 
innovative & independent sustainable 
solutions in the built environment.
We work with our clients to create more 
sustainable spaces, places and communities 
where people want to work, rest and play. 
We provide Environmentally Sustainable 
Design (ESD) and Sustainability advice 
from the earliest stages of project master 
planning, through building design, 
construction and functionality. We add real 
value to projects of all sizes, from precinct 
infrastructure planning right down to the 
selection of office furniture. We will help 
you to become more efficient and reduce 
your environmental burden, through smarter, 
more sustainable approaches embedded 
into project planning, design and delivery.

We have a reputation for providing 
pragmatic approaches in a time and cost 
effective manner. We use our experience in 
this field to make the process easy.

Adelaide 5000

0405 106 268

paul@dsquaredconsulting.com.au

dsquaredconsulting.com.au
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House of Bales
#StrawBale #Sustainable
#NaturalBuilding #YesYouCan

Goolwa 5214

0402 911 216

sabale@bigpond.com

houseofbales.com.au

Adelaide 5000 

08 8232 3626

admin@ggand.com.au

ggand.com.au
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Grieve Gillett Andersen
#SustainableArchitecture
#DesignQuality
#PassiveDesign
#AdaptiveReuse



Featuring the Depot Collective Café 
and Adelaide Sustainability Centre on 
our ground floor, the Common Ground 
Community Garden and Adelaide Bicycle 
Workshop outside and co-working spaces 
throughout, The Joinery is a warm, 
welcoming oasis in the heart of the city. 

Join us!

The Joinery
#CommunitySpace #CityOasis
#TheJoineryAdelaide #CoWorking

The Joinery is a space for South 
Australians to connect and create 
a better future together. Our 
community is joined by a love for 
nature and sustainable living. It’s 
here we can show, share and live 
the positive change we want.
We have four flexible spaces for hire, 
ranging from our green, flourishing garden 
to the large, versatile Exhibition Space.

Adelaide 5000

08 8223 5155 

venuehire@thejoinery.org.au

thejoinery.org.au
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Emilis Prelgauskas
#Emergent
#Innovation
#Trialling
#Mainstreaming

Lumen Studio
#Bespoke
#Green
#NaturalLight
#Architecture

St Peters 5069

0422 305 099

julian@lumenstudio.com.au

lumenstudio.com.au
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Bridgewater 5155

0415 631 713

emilis@emilis.sa.on.net

emilis.sa.on.net



Adelaide & Mt Lofty Ranges Natural 
Resources Management Board
#Regeneration #Engagement #ConnectWithNature #SustainableFutures

The board, in consultation with primary 
producers, the community, government and 
industry, is responsible for the development 
of the regions NRM Plan. The plan sets 
measurable goals, priorities and targets 
for sustainable use of natural resources in 
the region, aiming to ensure that there is a 
balance between the needs of people and 
the environment.

The plan is delivered by staff through a 
diverse range of programs and projects.

The Adelaide and Mount Lofty 
Ranges Natural Resources 
Management Board works to 
manage, protect and, in some 
cases, restore the region’s precious 
natural resources.
Our vision for the region is ‘a healthy 
living landscape meeting the social, 
environmental, economic and cultural 
needs of the community, and ensuring the 
rights and wellbeing of future generations’.

Eastwood 5063

08 8273 9100

 urban.sustainability@sa.gov.au

naturalresources.sa.gov.au/adelaidemtloftyranges
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Earthspirations
#WaterlessCompostingToilets
#EcoHome
#OffGrid
#LooWithAView

Epic Projects & 
Consulting
#Modern #Efficient
#Innovative
#Creative

Prospect 5082

0408 150 889

earthspirations@gmail.com

earthspirations.com

Adelaide 5000

0408 894 728

rossi.joe@epicprojects.com.au

epicprojects.com.au
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Mâché
#CoworkingADL #Collaboration
#Productivity #UpcycledSpace

Creating affordable creative 
spaces in the city from recycled 
and up-cycled materials.
Mâché is a space for those who believe 
that the whole is greater than the sum of 
its parts. We actively encourage coworking 
as an alternative to the conventional 
workspace by not only providing the 
physical resources, but also fostering a 
driven multidisciplinary community that 
values collaboration and entrepreneurship.

Our space is always re-configuring and 
changing, providing a stream of fresh 
opportunities to connect to like minded 
peers, collaborators and the wider Adelaide 
community. If you are looking for a place to 
work, play and thrive you will find it here!

Adelaide 5000

0402 018 191

hello@mache.space

www.mache.space
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Building Biology SA
#SickBuilding
#BuildingBiologist
#HealthyHome
#Mould

Peter Semple
Landscape Architect
#NaturePlayDesign
#PSLA
#BiophilicDesign

Windsor Gardens 5087

08 7070 6133

rick@buildingbiologysa.com.au

buildingbiologysa.com.au

Dover Gardens 5048

0404 971 376

peter@psla.com.au

psla.com.au
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audio recording and editing services. With 
a background in sustainable communities 
and land management, ESM has the 
capacity to understand their clients video 
or podcast needs.

Environmental & Science Media works 
across all landscapes, from the urban 
through to the arid, and is recognised as 
SA’s premier environmental video and 
podcast provider.

Environmental & Science Media
#OnlineContent #CapturingStories
#DigitalMedia #VideosForSustainability

Environmental & Science Media 
(ESM) is an SA based podcast 
and web video content provider, 
specialising in telling the stories 
of our natural systems, and 
the sustainable communities, 
industries and designers that work 
to support them.
Environmental & Science Media is an 
all in one video and podcast production 
company, providing all scripting, shooting, 

Gawler 5118

0427 316 976

enquiries@esmedia.com.au 

esmedia.com.au
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Cundall
#SustainableSolutions
#Multi-Disciplinary
#ResourceEfficiency
#BuildingServices

Star Rate Services
#StarRatings
#EnergyAssessment
#EnergyCompliance
#AssessmentProfessionals

Adelaide 5000

08 8419 2700

adelaide@cundall.com

cundall.com

McLaren Flat 5171

0419 822 106

admin@starrateservices.com

starrateservices.com
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Renewal SA
#SustainableCommunities#LiveablePlaces
#EnhancingSouthAustralia #MeaningfulPartnerships

Renewal SA develops connected, 
accessible places that enhance 
South Australia’s distinctive 
lifestyle. Through meaningful 
partnerships with communities, 
industries and organisations we 
create energising opportunities 
and living progress.
We ensure our projects deliver sustainable 
places and communities designed and
developed as great places for people by

Adelaide 5000

0400 196 806

andrew.bishop@sa.gov.au

renewalsa.sa.gov.au

incorporating sustainability into decision 
making from planning stages to delivery.

We are future-proofing places against 
environmental and economic impacts, 
ensuring they are resource efficient with 
reduced carbon and ecological footprints.

We design and support development of 
liveable places that contribute to people’s 
quality of life as well as their lifestyle,
sense of community & access to a wide 
range of services.
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Passivhaus
Australia
#PassiveDesign
#HealthyMaterials
#Sustainable #Efficient

WAX Design
#LandscapeArchitecture
#UrbanDesign
#NaturePlay
#SustainableCities

Macclesfield 5153

08 8388 9033

info@passivhausaustralia.com.au

passivhausaustralia.com.au

Adelaide 5000

08 8215 0144

studio@waxdesign.com.au

waxdesign.com.au
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Citizens Own Renewable Energy
Network Australia - CORENA
#CommunitySolar #RenewableFutures #PowerToThePeople #ClimateAction

and installed a 10kW solar system. It paid 
back the CORENA loan in less than four 
years and now has an extra $1,500 each 
quarter to hold events and run classes. 

Do you know a not-for-profit community 
organisation that needs a little help with 
their electricity bills?

CORENA’s revolving fund helps 
community groups put solar on 
their buildings and improve their 
energy efficiency.
With a no-interest loan and our technical 
oversight, we make sure any project can 
save the organisation money from day 1. 
Once the loan is repaid, the organisation 
benefits by keeping all the monthly energy 
bill savings. Gawler Community House, for 
example, replaced its security lights

Modbury 5092

0417 862 206

admin@corenafund.org.au

corenafund.org.au
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Energy Architecture
#Sustainable
#Collaborative
#AwardWinning
#Holistic

Sustainable Works
#OffGridPowerSystems
#OnGridBatterySystems
#EnergySecurity
#EnergySolutions

Adelaide 5000

08 8410 4999

Email Address

energyarchitecture.com.au

Clarendon 5157

0418 988 162

colin@sustainableworks.com.au

sustainableworks.com.au
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SCoPe - Sustainability Community
of Practice and Education
#ProfessionalDevelopment #Transition #SustainableFutures #SustainableBusinesses

organizations to transition to a more 
sustainable future. SCoPe’s services 
include:
•  Training, Team and Leadership 

Development
• Human Resources and Culture Change
•  Work Health and Safety and Risk 

Management
•  Business Development, Communication 

and Marketing
•  Financial Management, Quality and 

Compliance
• Project Management

SCoPe brings together those with 
similar interests and challenges 
for the common purpose of 
professional and organizational 
development.
It works in partnership with Educators, 
Community, Industry and Government to 
create a sustainable future; developing 
skills sets and road maps. SCoPe has a 
diverse, highly experienced consultancy 
team which can be engaged to support

Mawson Lakes 5095

0457 554 456

info@scopesa.com.au

scopesa.com.au
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TS4 Living
#Sustainable
#LowEnergy
#Listening
#Comfortable

Earthship
Eco Homes
#Earthship #NoUtilityBills
#FreeFood #Workshops

Norwood 5067

08 8121 4008

info@ts4.com.au

ts4living.com.au

Ironbank 5153

0450 555 719

martin.freney@internode.on.net

earthshipecohomes.com.au
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Hand picked and basket pressed, all 
Whistling Kite Biodynamic Wines are 
made with care and attention... your wine 
drinking pleasure is our pleasure.

Whistling Kite Wines
#Biodynamic #Organice
#RiverlandWine #AwardWinning

Whistling Kite Wines was founded 
in order to demonstrate the 
outstanding results possible through 
biodynamic farming practices & to 
demonstrate that through careful 
variety selection and sustainable 
farming practices, the Riverland 
is capable of producing wines of 
exceptional quality.

New Residence 5333

0421 384 659

info@whistlingkitewines.com.au

whistlingkitewines.com.au
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Trop_Pods
#DongasWithAttitude
#Affordable
#Adaptable
#PortableStructures

Troppo Architects
#NoBow-TiesHere
#RespondToPlace
#ConnectionWithNature
#AwardWinning

Adelaide 5000

08 8232 9696

management@troppo.com.au

troppods.com.au

Adelaide 5000

08 8232 9696

management@troppo.com.au

troppo.com.au
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Hills Sustainable 
Gardens
#TeamHSG
#HillsSustainableGardens
#SAGardens #AdelaideHills

Frenchenviro
#Education
#Consulting
#GreenDesign
#Cool

Royston Park 5070

0400 759 245

dan@frenchenviro.com.au

frenchenviro.com.au

E D C P

Stirling 5152

0411 168 236

hillssustainablegardens@gmail.com

hillssustainablegardens.com

E D C P
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Igniting positive action towards sustainable built environments

info@adelaidesbn.com.au

adelaidesbn.com.au


